
 

Communications Internship at Unity Effect e.V. 
 
 
Unity Effect e.V. (UE) is a not-for-profit organisation based in Bonn, Germany, whose 
mission is to empower changemakers to consciously connect and lead. We provide the 
resources, spaces, capacities and communities that social innovators and conscious 
entrepreneurs need to start and sustain social projects, with a focus on personal leadership 
development and collaborative approaches that are key to affecting change in a complex 
world.  
 
The Communications Intern will assist in developing and implementing Unity Effect’s 
Communications Strategy. 
 
Hours of work: 20 hours per week (negotiable) 
Payment: around 300 EUR per month (depending on hours) 
Duration: 3 months 
Location: Center for Social Innovation in Bonn (Thomas Mann Straße 36) and  

Tannenbusch House (Oppelner Straße 69) 
Starting date: 01.03.2018 (ideal) 
 
Benefits of working for Unity Effect 
We offer an environment to grow personally, gain experiences and make new connections. 
As part of your internship we will provide personal coaching and care deeply about your 
personal and professional development. You will be part of a dynamic team and young 
organisation, with the possibility to shape and contribute to its development.  
 
Requirements 

- Passion for personal development and social innovation 
- Experience in filming and video editing 
- Fluent in English and German 

 
Skills & Tasks 

- Filming and video editing (main focus) 
- Storytelling through media 
- Preparing presentations 

 
Beneficial 

- Own video camera (or access to one) 
- Experience in web & graphic design 
- Content translation (mainly English to German) 
- Experience in developing branding and communication strategy 

 
The main task will be to create videos and material for two online platforms, and to promote 
the work of Unity Effect through storytelling techniques. If you are interested, please send us 
your CV and a short text or video with your motivation to apply.  

Contact: emily@unityeffect.net 
Deadline for application: ongoing 

www.unityeffect.net 
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